decouple the tracking software from detector specifics, has been kept. ACTS also aims to be 48 a research and development platform for algorithm development for future track reconstruction 49 and is independent from any event processing framework. It is designed to have minimal external 50 dependencies and all modules are tested for thread-safety and code compliance with the C++14 51 standard. 
Tracking geometry

53
The ACTS reconstruction geometry follows the concepts of the ATLAS Tracking Geometry 
Seed finding
81
The first step in track reconstruction from detector hits is the seed finding. From the set of all 82 detector hits, suitable subsets that originate from the same particle track must be selected. These 83 seeds yield an initial estimate of track parameters that can be used to propagate the track to other 84 parts of the detector where additional hits will be searched for. Finding the initial seeds with 85 high efficiency and purity is a difficult challenge especially for high pile-up conditions. Many 
Track parameter propagation
123
The trajectory of a charged particle in an arbitrary magnetic field can be described in the 
164 165
which are solved using the adaptive Runge-Kutta-Nyström method detailed in [12] . An 166 implementation incorporating energy losses (e.g. due to material interactions) will be included 167 in the future. The transport of the covariance matrix along the trajectory is performed using 168 the semi-analytical Bugge-Myrheim method explained in [13] . 
